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                Should Social Media Have Age Limits? Florida Governor DeSantis Becomes the First to Implement

                                                            9 hours ago
Shane Devine 


                                    
            


                            
                    In this video, Patrick Bet-David discusses whether or not social media platforms should have age requirements. Florida Governor Ron DeSantis recently put forward...
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                Verrazano-Narrows Bridge Nearly Hit After Another Large Cargo Ship Loses Control
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                    A container ship lost propulsion while navigating near the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge near the coast of New York City. This comes less than two weeks after the Dali ship...
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                Dems Stoop So Low by Trying to Rename Federal Prison After Trump
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                    House Democrats have introduced a bill to rename a federal prison in Miami after Trump. Given Trump’s existing reputation, branding a correctional facility with...

                

            
                    
                            
        

    

															
														
								
    
        
                                            
                    
                    
                       	[image: President Joe Biden has unveiled yet another student loan bailout program, a move perceived as an attempt to bolster his waning support among young voters.]                        	                                        
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                    President Joe Biden has unveiled yet another student loan bailout program, a move perceived as an attempt to bolster his waning support among young voters.
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                Gold SKYROCKETING & Bitcoin CRASHING w/ Peter Schiff | PBD Podcast | Ep. 393
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                    Patrick Bet-David, Tom Ellsworth, and Brandon Aceto are joined by Peter Schiff. Peter David Schiff is an American stockbroker, financial commentator, and radio...
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                Former Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot Hired to Investigate Another “Worst Mayor in America”
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                    Former Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot has found a new job as a special investigator probing Dolton Village Mayor Tiffany Henyard, “the worst mayor in America.”
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                Biden Destroying Middle America  #pbdpodcast #valuetainment  #shortsfeed

                                                            12 hours ago
Valuetainment Media 


                                    
            


                            
                    Join the conversation in the comments now! ——- Tweet Patrick on Twitter FaceTime or Ask Patrick any questions on Subscribe to our channel: To reach the...

                

            
                    
                            
        

    

															
														
								
    
        
                                            
                    
                    
                       	[image: A new study has revealed that the majority of children who experience feelings of gender dysphoria eventually grow out of them by the time they reach adulthood.]                        	                                        
                    

                

                    
        
            
            

                                
                
                
                New Study Finds Majority of Gender-Confused Children Grow Out of Feelings by Adulthood
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                    A new study has revealed that the majority of children who experience feelings of gender dysphoria eventually grow out of them by the time they reach adulthood.
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                Ex-Planet Fitness Owner Disgusted Over Woke-Run Facilities

                                                            13 hours ago
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                    An ex-owner of Planet Fitness sheds light on recent developments within the company, addressing concerns such as the circulation of fetish content online originating...

                

            
                    
                            
        

    

															
														
								
    
        
                                            
                    
                    
                       	[image: Norfolk Southern agreed to a $600 million settlement with East Palestine, Ohio, for the train derailment that spilled toxic chemicals on the town last year.]                        	                                        
                    

                

                    
        
            
            

                                
                
                
                Norfolk Southern Reaches $600 Million Train Derailment Settlement with East Palestine
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                    Norfolk Southern agreed to a $600 million settlement with East Palestine, Ohio, for the train derailment that spilled toxic chemicals on the town last year.
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                6 Months of War: Zionist CALLS OUT Israel-Hamas Cease Fire | SOSCAST Ep. 175

                                                            14 hours ago
Valuetainment Media 


                                    
            


                            
                    On this episode of SOSCAST, Adam “SOS” Sosnick delves into the Israel-Hamas War. SOS breaks down the main factors, who’s involved, and a key timeline of events. Plus...
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                Israel Ends Southern Rafah Ground Invasion, Netanyahu Confirms Future Action
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Valuetainment Media 


                                    
            


                            
                    Join the conversation in the comments now! ——- Tweet Patrick on Twitter FaceTime or Ask Patrick any questions on Subscribe to our channel: To reach the...
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                Floods Displace 100,000 People in Russia and Kazakhstan, Leading to Protests

                                                            15 hours ago
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                    Recent flooding in Russia has caused a widespread humanitarian crisis across various regions: heavy rains in southern Russia have resulted in floods, leading the Russian...
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                Blackstone Spends $10 Billion to Acquire Multifamily Apartment Conglomerate

                                                            15 hours ago
Shane Devine 


                                    
            


                            
                    In a significant move that marks a revival of investment activity, Blackstone has announced its acquisition of Apartment Income REIT (AIR Communities), a leading owner...
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                Trump Leads Biden #pbdpodcast #valuetainment #shortsfeed
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                    Join the conversation in the comments now! ——- Tweet Patrick on Twitter FaceTime or Ask Patrick any questions on Subscribe to our channel: To reach the...

                

            
                    
                            
        

    

															
														
								
    
        
                                            
                    
                    
                       	[image: McDonald’s is buying out 225 franchise locations in Israel after the chain became a flashpoint in the Israel-Hamas war by distributing meals to the IDF.]                        	                                        
                    

                

                    
        
            
            

                                
                
                
                McDonald’s to Buy Out Franchises in Israel After Pro-Palestine Boycotts
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                    McDonald’s is buying out 225 franchise locations in Israel after the chain became a flashpoint in the Israel-Hamas war by distributing meals to the IDF.
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                Brazilian Supreme Court Moves to Ban X Over “Misinformation”
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                    Brazilian Supreme Court Justice Alexandre de Moraes began a formal investigation into Elon Musk and his social media company X.
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                Cameo Handpicks Criminals? – Curated vs. Open Platforms #cameo #valuetainment #shorts

                                                            1 day ago
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                    In this video, Patrick Bet-David explains the fatal flaw in Cameo’s business model that led to a 90% drop in value. Learn from their mistakes to avoid similar...
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                Tucker Carlson Interviews Tech Billionaire Who Injected Son’s Blood in Attempt to Achieve Immortality
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                    Tucker Carlson sat down with Bryan Johnson, a billionaire whose mission is to achieve immortality, for a conversation that veered into philosophical territory.
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                Scotland Tightens Grip on Hate Crime by Implementing New Law

                                                            1 day ago
Valuetainment Media 


                                    
            


                            
                    The Hate Crime and Public Order Law, which came into effect on April 1st in Scotland, has sparked controversy over concerns about potential limitations on freedom of...
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	1
[image: After 42 years in business, 99 Cents Only will be shuttering all of its 371 stores across four states, citing unmanageable inflation and theft.]
“99 Cents Only” Stores Close All 371 Locations Over Inflation and Theft

	2
[image: Blackstone has announced its acquisition of Apartment Income REIT (AIR Communities), a leading owner of apartment buildings, for approximately $10 billion]
Blackstone Spends $10 Billion to Acquire Multifamily Apartment Conglomerate
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Tucker Carlson Interviews Tech Billionaire Who Injected Son’s Blood in Attempt to Achieve Immortality

	4
[image: President Joe Biden has unveiled yet another student loan bailout program, a move perceived as an attempt to bolster his waning support among young voters.]
Biden Launches New Student Loan Cancelation Effort as Youth Support Declines

	5
[image: Valuetainment founder Patrick Bet-David has assembled a list of the Top 24 Books to Read in 2024, a comprehensive guide to everything you need to know this year]
Patrick Bet-David’s Top 24 Books for 2024
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